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We investigate the case of degree p extensions and certain degree p* extensions of 
an unramitied regular local ring R of mixed characteristic p, and show that R is a 
direct summand, as an R-module, of those extensions. 
Some new examples of normal non-Cohen-Macaulay rings are given and a 
question related to the Direct Summand Conjecture is discussed. 0 1986 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Direct Summand Conjecture asserts that a regular Noetherian ring 
R is a direct summand, as an R-module, of every module-finite extension 
ring SX R. This conjecture is very important because it implies most of the 
conjectures in local algebra known to follow from the existence of a Big 
Cohen-Macaulay module. See [l-3] for additional background. This con- 
jecture is known for rings containing a field and also in dimension < 2 [ 11, 
and can be reduced to the case where R is an unramified regular local ring 
of mixed characteristic (henceforth char.) p [3]. We may also assume that 
S is the integral closure of R in a finite Galois field extension L of the frac- 
tion field K of R. Let G be the Galois group of L over K and ICI = pkm, 
where p i m. Let H be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and E be the fixed field of 
H. Let T be the integral closure of R in E. Then R is a direct summand of 
T because [E : K] = m is a unit in R ((l/m) TrEIK gives a retraction). Since 
a p-group is solvable and the Galois extension with Galois group L/pL is 
the extension of adjoining a pth root, the Direct Summand Conjecture 
would follow if one could show that if R is a direct summand of T and S = 
(TCtilL where t E T and ’ denotes the integral closure in the fraction 
field, then R is still a direct summand of S. In this approach, the case of 
degree p extensions of an unramified regular local ring seems to be the 
most fundamental. 
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Throughout this paper, all rings are commutative Noetherian, with iden- 
tity, and all modules are unitary. 
DEGREE p EXTENSIONS 
We first observe the following corollary of the Direct Summand Conjec- 
ture for regular rings containing a field. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let R be an unramtfied regular local ring of mixed 
char. p, i.e., RJpR is also regular. Let SIR be a module-finite extension 
domain such that 
pScRQRtl,@... QR8,, for some OiES, 1 <i<n. (*) 
Then R is a direct summand of S as an R-module. 
Proof By Fact (1.2) below, pSn R = pR, i.e., R/pR + S/pS is injective. 
Since R/pR is regular and contains a field, there is an (R/pR)- 
homomorphism @ S/pS -+ R/pR such that Q(i) = i, where - denotes 
modpS or modpR. Let rl ,..., ,, r be elements of R such that fi = @(BJ for all 
l<i<n. Define cp: (l/p)(R@R8,@ . ..@Rt).,)-+(l/p)R by q(l)=1 and 
(p(Bi)=ri for l<i<n. If YES, then pc=a,+a,@,+ ... +a,8, for some 
ai E R. Since 
c?o+a,B,+ ... +ii,B,=O in S/p& 
tio+a,@(6,)+ *** +a,@(8,)=0 in RJpR. 
Hence a, + alrl + . . . + any,, E pR and (p(t) E R. Thus the restriction of cp to 
S gives a retraction and R is a direct summand of S. Q.E.D. 
The following result is proved in [4], but we include a proof for con- 
venience. 
(1.2) FACT. Let R be a regular ring and k 2 0 be an integer. Let SX R 
be a module-finite extension ring such that S, is Cohen-Macaulay for all 
prime ideal Q of S of ht < k (this condition is slightly weaker than Serre’s Sk 
condition). Let I be an ideal of R of ht r < k generated by r elements. Then I 
is contracted from R, i.e., ISn R = I. 
Proof Let Z= ni qi be a primary decomposition of Z in R. Since 
(ZSn R)\I= u (Wn R)\qi) G u ((qiSnR)\qih 
i i 
it suffices to show that qiS n R = qi for all i. Fix i and let p be the radical of 
q = qi. Since R is Cohen-Macaulay, ht p = r d k. By assumption, S,, is 
Cohen-Macaulay and hence R,-free. This implies that qR, = qS, n R,. 
Since q is primary, q = qR, n R. Hence q = qS, n R I> qS n R. Q.E.D. 
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In view of Proposition (l.l), we study the extensions satisfying (*) of 
(1.1). 
(1.3) LEMMA. Let R be (I domain of char. 0. Let p > 0 be an integer. Let 
u, rO, r, ,..., rP-, be elements of R. Let (aq),, i,jC P be the p x p matrix defined 
bv 
av=r,j-j, if isSj 
EMrp+j-iit if i > j. 
(1) Let m, O<m<p, be a fixed integer. Ifr,=O for all O,<k<m, 
then 
det(a,) = f_u”rll, (mod zP’+‘R). 
(2) Ifp is a prime integer, then 
P-1 
det(a,) E@ + (- l)f’- ’ x r,puk (mod pR). 
k=l 
Remark. The second part of Lemma (1.3), as well as of Corollary (1.4) 
and Proposition (1.5) below, is included to avoid repetition of lengthy 
notations. They will not be needed until next section. The picture of the 
matrix (a,) indicates the assertions. 
j=ifm 
\ 
f-0 r1 rm--l rm r,+l . . rp-j 
urPvI r0 rl * 1 r,-, r, . . . rp---: 
urP-2 urP--l r. . r, . . . 
. , I . . . 
ri-$ f rm 
ur, . r. 
urmel ur, . urp+j-i 
I .A . . r. . url * ’ ur,-l ur, . * . urp-l r. 
II 
(4x,) 
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ProoJ Let S(p) be the group of permutations of the set (0, l,..., p - 1 }. 
For cr E S(p), let P(o) = nf:i a,(,). 
To prove (l), we first note that ~[a~ if j<i+m. Let E=(~ES(~): 
a(i)=i+m for all Odicp-m}. For 7eS(p)\E, #{i:r(i)<i+m}>m 
and hence P(7) E u”’ + ‘R. Thus 
On the other hand, 
JE(-l) ‘gnu P(a) = ,rb-” det(bEp), 
where (&do9a,B<m is the m x m matrix defined by b,, = a(, + ppm)8. If 
CI > p, then a + p-m > /I and hence b,, = ur, _ + B), which shows that 
(6,,) is upper triangular with ur, along the diagonal. Hence det(bE8) = 
(ur,)m and (1) now follows. 
To prove (2), let 7 E S(p) be the permutation defined by z(i) = i+ 1, 
i<p-1and7(p-1)=O.Sincepisaprimeinteger,S(p)-{7k:O~k<p} 
is partitioned by sets of the form { 7ka7 pk: 0 E S(p), 0 < k < p} having p 
elements. Since P(zk) = rguk and 
det(q) = r6 + (- l)p-’ 1 P(7”) + c ( - 1 )sg” Q P(a), 
k=l UGLY(P)-{&O<k<p) 
it suffices to show that P(a) = P(7a7 ~ ‘) for all 0 E S(p). Because every per- 
mutation can be written as a product of disjoint cycles, we may assume 
that cr is a cycle, say 0 = (t, . . . tY) for some {t, ,..., tq} c (0, l,..., p - 1 }. 
From the way q’s are defined, we can check 
0) ~l~~+~)(~+~)=u~if i jor O<i,j<p-1, 
(ii) u~,+,~,=(1/~)~,(~~,) and ao(~+l)=ua(,~l)j for all OGi, 
j<p-1. 
Since 707-l = (7(tl)... 7(~q))=((~l+l)~~~(c/+~)), 
Ifp-l${t i,..., fq}, then P(7a7 -‘)= P(a) by (i). N ow suppose tj = p - 1 
for some 16 j d q. Then 
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P(a) u ‘, i ‘, u ‘,f, f I 
P(saz-‘) = a 
(by 6)) 
(t,~l+l)(r,+l)a(r,+l)(r,,l+l) 
a$-,(P- l)“(P- lP,+1 
= ~~~~,~,(,~l)~~(ll~)~(p-l,,,+,~ 
(by (ii)) 
= 1 Q.E.D. 
(1.4) COROLLARY. Let R be a UFD of char. 0, K its fraction field. Let 
p > 0 be an integer. Let u = u’u” be an element of R such that u’ is squure- 
free and relatively prime to u”. Let 6 = & and S be the integral closure of R 
in L = K(8). Let [L : K] = p. Let ro, r, ,..., rp-, be elements of R and 
P-1 
t= 1 r,Bk. 
k=O 
(1) Letm,O~m<p,beufixedinteger.Ifrk=OforallO~k~mund 
l E dS for some square-free d E R not dividing r,,,, then d J u’, 
(2) If p is a prime integer, then 
p--l 
Norm.,,(S)-r,P+(-l)PP1 C riuk (mod pR). 
k=l 
Proof: Let ug be as in Lemma (1.3). Then, for 0 < i < p, 
P-l P-1 
gei= C rkek+i= 
k=O 
Hence Norm.,,(<) = det(u,) and (2) follows from (2) of Lemma (1.3). 
To prove (1 ), let < = dt’ for some r’ E S. Then 
det(a,) = Norm.,,(<) = dP Norm,,,(l’) E dPR. 
By (1) of Lemma(1.3), u”r~EdPR+u m + ‘R and the conclusion follows 
from the hypotheses on d, u’, and u”. Q.E.D. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let R be a UFD of char. 0. Let a prime integer p > 0 
be a prime element of R. Let u 1, 2 ,.,., up- 1 be square-free, puirwise u 
relatively prime elements of R. For 0 d i < p, let 
where [x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x and {x} =x- [xl. 
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Let K be the fraction field of R and S be the integral closure of R in 
L = K(B,). Let [L : K] = p. Then 
(1) pScR@RB,O .** GJR~,-~, and 
(2) For ro, rI ,..., rp--l E R, 
P--l P-1 
Norm,,, C r,f3,=rgP+(-1)P-1 1 rfB,P (mod pR). 
k=O k=l 
Proof: Let u*=uluz~~~up-, and v=u~u~~~~u~-~. Choose NBp and 
r N let v& = nq12 uj - rkj’pl E R, 0 d k < p, so that vNtIk = v,@. 
To prove (I), let < =cp:i a&e&, a&E K, be an element of S. Since 
ij+(p-i)j=O(modp), {ij/p}+{(p-i)j/p}=lforallO<i,j<p.Hence 
13~0,-~=u* and Tr,,,(#,-J=pu*q for l<i<p-1. We also have, 
TrLIK({) = pa,. Since 5 and 0,‘s are integral over R, 
for some rk E R. 
It remains to show that u* 1 r& for all 1 d k < p. Suppose the contrary. 
Then uj 1 rk for some j and for some k. Since { ei: 0 < i < p} is a basis of L 
over K and j generates Z/pE for all 0 < j < p, we may assume j = 1. Let 
m =min{k: u1 1 r&}. Then 
t’=(P’t,v-(rov+;;; ($‘k) 
=- 
0 
’ ‘fl r&e& 
‘1 kc,,, 
is an element of S and u1 j rm. Hence, 
1 0 p--l ON<’ = - 1 rkvNB, ‘1 &=,,, 
Since u1 1 rmv,, this contradicts (1) of Corollary (1.4) with u’ = u1 and 
u”=24~2+~~u,~,. p--l 
To prove (2), we first note that we may assume p 1 u = u2u3 . . . up _ , . Let 
c =Cp:i r&Ok. Then oN[ = Cp:A rkvkfJ: and by (2) of Corollary (1.4), 
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vNp Norm&<) = Norm~,~(u~~) 
P- 1 
= v%g + (- l)“-. ’ x r@$(qqk (mod pR). 
k=i 
p-1 
G uNp r{+(-l)P-l c rg(@ (mod pR). 
k-1 
Since p j u and is a prime element of R, the conclusion follows. Q.E.D. 
We now prove the main result of this paper. 
(1.6) THEOREM. Let R be an unram~ed regular focal ring ofm~xed char. 
pt K its fractio~~eld. Let u be an element of R and S be the integral closztre 
of R in L = K(&). Then R is a direct summand of S as an R-module. 
ProoJ We may assume [L : K] = p because otherwise (l/[L : K]) Tr 
gives the retraction. Let u = E nh qh , eh where E is a unit in R, eh > 0, and the 
qh’s are distinct prime elements of R. We may assume that u is pth-power- 
free, i.e., e,, CC p for all h. Let ui =sn{qA:eh=l) andtij=r]i(qk:eh=j) for 
2 <:j < p. Then z+‘s atisfy the hypotheses of Proposition (1.5) and we get 
pScR@RO1@ : * OR&,, where 13;s are as in Proposition (1.5). Now 
the conclusion follows from Lemma (1.1). Q.E.D. 
CER IAIN DEGREES* EXTENSIONS AND EXAMPLES OF 
NORMAL NON-COHEN-MACAULAY RINGS 
We first consider biquadratic extensions. 
(2.1) PRO~OSI~ON. Let R be an unramz~ed regular ~oeal ring of mixed 
char. 2, K its fraction field. Let u1 and u2 be elements of R and S be the 
integral closure of R in L = K(&, ,/&I. Then R is a direct summand of S 
as an R-module. 
Prooj We may assume [L : k-1 = 4 and g1 and u2 are square-free. Let 
u3 be the least common multiple of a1 and u2. For 1~ i,< 3, let Si be the 
integral closure of R in Li = K(A). Then Si = R (33 R8, for some Bi E Si (see 
[4]). Let 5 = a0 + C:= r cti &G S, C~,E K. Then 
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for 1 < i < 3. Hence 
25=2 
! 
a,+ ~ UiJ;;; 
i= 1 
=t -401, + i 2(a, + ai ,/&) E R8 R8, @ R8,@ Rt13. 
i=I 
Now the conclusion follows from Lemma ( 1.1). Q.E.D. 
The above proof uses the fact that the integral closure of a regular local 
ring R in a quadratic extension is R-free, which was proved in [4] in a 
somewhat greater generality. Although not true in general as the example 
(2.4) below shows, the integral closures of an unramified regular local ring 
R of mixed char. p in some degree p extensions are R-free and we can 
generalize the argument for certain degree pZ extensions. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let (R, P) be an unramified regular local ring of 
mixed char. p, K its fraction field. Let 9 = {x E P: X = 0 in RjpR or 
X 4 (R/PR)~). Let M E 9 and S be the integral closure of R in L = K( 6). 
Let [L : K] = p. Then S is R-free. 
Proof Let U$ and 0;s be as in the proof of Theorem (1.6). 
Suppose u~pR. We may assume plu,. If r,t?,+ ... +rp-,Og-lEpS, 
rk E R, for some 0 < m < p, then p 1 rm by (1) of Corollary (1.4). Hence S = 
R@R8,@ ... @RB,_, is R-free. 
Now suppose 174 (R/pR)~. Since U is not a unit, there is a valuation v of 
R/pR such that v(G) = d & 0 (modp). Since (Of)p =@p Tl[$‘:i u?‘~, 
v(?@) - kd (mod p) for all 0 < k < p. Since d jf 0 (mod p), v(@) are all dis- 
tinct. Let < = ckp:i rkek, rk E R, be an element of pS. By (2) of 
Proposition (1.5), 
r&‘+(-l)“-’ 1 r~@~~N~rm~,~(~)~O (mod pR). 
k=l 
This implies that ?g + ( - l)p-’ ‘JQ’:: Q’(g) = 0 in R/pR, which is possible 
only if rk = 0 for all 0 <k < p because v($(~~)) = v(q) (mod p) are all dis- 
tinct. Hence S = R 8 128, 0 s . * @ RB, _ , in this case also. Q.E.D. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let R, K, and 9 be as in Proposition (2.2). Let S be 
the integral closure of R in (1) L = K(p&), where u E .Fis square-free or (2) 
L=K(&, 5) h v , w ere u, v E B are relatively prime. Then R is a direct sum- 
mand of S as an R-module. 
Proof In either case, we may assume [L:K]=p? By 
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Proposition (l.l), it will suffice that we can find elements 8, ,..., O,,- 1 in S 
such thatpScRORf3,O ... @ROp2Pl. 
To prove case (l), let 6 = p$ and T be the integral closure of R in 
L’ = K(P). Let 5 = c&l (rkek, @kE K, be an element of S. Then, for 
O< j<p’, 
TrL,L~(<6P2~i) = p ‘f’ ~p,+jepZ+p~ 
I=0 
p--l 
= ,To ( 
Pap,+jU)(~P)‘E T. 
Since T= R@ ROPQ ... @ROP’PP1’, puuk E R for all k. We can then write 
for some rk E R. 
By (l)ofCorollary(1.4), ulr,forall kandpScR@Rti@... @RfIpZP’. 
To prove (2), let T, and T, be the integral closures of R in L, = K(&) 
and L, = K( fi), respectively. By Proposition (2.2), T, = R 0 RO, 0 . . . @ 
Rep-, and T,=R@RqI@ ... @ Rqp-, for some eie T, and qje T,. We 
may also assume that 8i0p-i=~*l~ for all 1 <i<p and q,iqppj=o*lo for 
all l<j<p. Let 8,=y1~=1 and <=C;:,‘C,P:~C@~~~, clV~K, be an 
element of S. For all 0 < j < p, 
This implies that PU*QE R for all 0 d i < p and 0 <j< p. Considering 
TrLIL,(<), we check that it hold for j= 0 also. Similarly, we get pu*aV~ R 
for all 0 < i, j < p. Since u* and a* are relatively prime, pclu E R for all 0 < i, 
j<pandpScOo.i.j<PReirli. Q.E.D. 
We recall: 
FACT. Let R be a regular local ring, K its fraction field, and L a finite 
Galois extension of K with abelian Galois group G. Assume that the order of 
G is not divisible by the char. of the residue field of R. Then if S is the 
integral closure of R in L, S is Cohen-Macaulay, i.e., S is R-free. 
In [S], Paul Roberts proved the above result using only the fact that a 
regular local ring has a faithfully flat extension which is a complete local 
UFD with an algebraically closed residue field and mentioned an example 
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of a local UFD having such extension to show that the hypothesis on the 
order of G can not be removed. We now give examples of normal non- 
Cohen-Macaulay rings showing that the same condition is necessary for 
regular case also. These rings are particularly interesting because they are 
not Cohen-Macaulay purely for, in view of the above fact, “mixed char.” 
reasons. 
(2.4) EXAMPLE. Let R be a regular local ring of mixed char. 3, K its 
fraction field. Let dim R > 3 and (J-3, x, y} part of a regular system of 
parameters. Let a = xy4 (mod 27R) and b = X”Y (mod 27R) be square free 
and relatively prime, e.g., a = xy4 + 27 and b = X”JJ + 27. Let 8, = fl and 
O2 = m. Let S be the integral closure of R in L = K(8,). We claim that S 
is not R-free and hence not Cohen-Macaulay. Since the Galois group of L 
over K is Z/32, this example shows what was intended. 
Let l,, t2, and t3 be such that ntl= -x3y2+01, fit,= 
-x*y’ + O,, and 3t3 = x’y’ + ~0, +x0,. Since rank S = 3, it will suffice to 
show that, as an R-module, S is generated by { 1, clr, t2, t;,} none of whose 
proper subsets generates S. We first make some observations. 
(2.5) FACT. Let rO, rl, and r2 be elements of R. Then rO + rl 8, + 
r2t12 E 3S if and only if A = ri - abr, r2 E 3R and B = ri + ab2ri + a2brz - 
3abr,r,r, E 27R. 
Proof. Let rO + r, 0, + r202 = 35 with 5 E S. By computation, one checks 
that the minimal polynomial of 5 over K is 
T3+r,T2+(:) T-(g). 
COROLLARY 1. 
r,,r,EfiR. 
Let rl and r2 be elements of R. Zf r,O, + r,fI,E3S, then 
COROLLARY 2. For 1 < i< 3, tie S. 
COROLLARY 3. For [ES, if J-3cERQR81@R82, then ~ERQ 
R5,QR5,. 
For the rest of this example, E denotes the congruence modulo &? R, 
i.e., x= y means X-YE&R. 
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Proof of Corollary 3. Let fi 5 = r0 + r,8, + r,d, with rie R. Then 
r3 + ab2r3 + a2br3 E 0 0 1 2 7 by Fact (2.5) 
=a ri + x9y6ri + x6y9ri - (r. + x3y2r, + x2y3r2)3 = 0 
* r. E -x3y2r, - x2y3r2 
=-t=rltl+r2t2+r, for some r E R. Q.E.D. 
To prove our claim, we first note that 8,, f3=, and S are the same as in 
Proposition (1.5) with ur = a and u2 = b and hence 3Sc R@ R8,@ RB2. 
Let r E S and 3< = r. + rl 8, + i-,8, for some ri E R. Then 
and 
(30 abr, = abr,r, + abr,r,fl, + abr$@, ... (i) 
(X) elf+07 abr,r, + ritl, + br,r, 8, ... (ii) 
= (abr,r, - ri) 8, + (abrz - br,r,) 0, E 3S, by (ik(ii) 
=t= abr, r2 E ri and br,r, = abr:, by Corollary 1. 
* abr,r,r, = rz and abr,r,r, = a2bri. 
=a ri=a2bri... (iii). 
=a ri E (xy4)‘(x4y) rs = (x2y3r2)3. 
* r. = x2y3r2 ... (iv). 
On the other hand, 
r3 + ab2r3 + a2br3 - 0 0 1 2 by Fact (2.5). 
* ab2r3 + 2a2br3 E 0 1 2 by (iii). 
3 ab2r3 = a2br3. 1 2 
= br:-ari, because ab $ ,/-3 R. 
3 x4yrf = xy4rz. 
=a (xr,)3 = ( yr2)3 because xy # n R. 
* xrl = yr,. 
Since X and j are prime elements in the UFD R/G R, rl = yr and 
r2 = xr for some re R. From (iv), we get ro- x3y3r. Let to, r, and r2 be 
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elements of R such that r0 = x3y3r + fi t,, rl = yr + fl t,, and r2 = 
XT + Jr-3 t,. Then 
lies in R @ RB, 0 RO,. By Corollary 3, we get < - rt3 E R 0 R< i 0 Rc2 and 
hence 5 lies in R + R<, + Rt2 + Rt3. One can easily check that no proper 
subset of (1, tl, C2, t3> g enerates S as an R-module and the proof of the 
claim is now complete. 
MODULE-FINITE RING EXTENSIONS OF 
FINITE PROJECTIVE DIMENSION 
In this section, we consider the following question. 
Question 1. If R is a Noetherian ring and SX R is a module-finite 
extension ring of finite projective dimension, is R a direct summand of S as 
an R-module? 
Since the global dimension of a regular Noetherian ring is finite, the 
Direct Summand Conjecture would follow from an affirmative answer. The 
following fact, pointed out to us by Joseph Lipman, provides some 
evidence to the question. 
FACT. Let R be a Noetherian ring and SD R be a module-finite extension 
ring of finite projective dimension. If rank S is a unit in R, in particular if R 
contains the field of rational numbers, then R is a direct summand of S as an 
R-module. 
Proof For an R-linear map 4: R” ---t R” represented by an n x n matrix 
A4 with respect to some fixed basis of R”, define Trace 4 = Trace M. It is 
routine to check that Trace does not depend on the choice of a basis. For 
f E End,(S), choose a finite free resolution [F, of S. Let (Li(f )} be a chain 
map from [F, to [F, lifting f: Define Tr f = x( - l)i Trace Li(f ). Then Tr f 
does not depend on the choice of a resolution or a lifting. To see this, we 
localize at the set of all nonzero divisors to assume S is a projective 
R-module. We can also assume that R is local and S is -R-free because the 
question is local. In this case one proves that Tr agrees with Trace defined 
above by using induction on the length of resolution, which breaks up into 
short, split exact sequences of free modules. Once well-defined, Tr gives an 
481/99/2-4 
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R-linear map from End,(S) to R because {r&(S)) is a lifting of rf and 
(Li(ff + Li(f')f . IS a lifting of ,I‘ + f’. Since S c End,(S) and 
Tr(l,)=x (-l)j rank (ith module of iF,) 
= rank S, 
(l/rank S) Tr gives a retraction from S to R. 
We now recall the following facts. 
Q.E.D. 
FACT 1. Ii’R c S are rings such that R is a direct summand of S then for 
each ideal I of R, IS n R = 1. 
Proof: See [ 1, Proposition 11. 
FACT 2. Let (R, P) be a local ring, and let { Zk > be a sequence of 
P-primary ideals cofinal with the powers. of P such that R/I, is Gorenstein for 
all k. Let SD R be a module-finite xtension ring. Then R is a direct sum- 
mand of S if and only if I, S n R = I, for all k. 
Proof: See Cl, Remark 2 following Theorem 1 ]. 
FACT 3. Let M be a~nitel~ generated module over a Noetherian ring R. 
Let IFP, be a projective resolution of M. If x E R is a nonzero divisor on R and 
on M then [FD, QR (R/xR) is a projective resolution of M/A4 over RJxR. 
ProoJ: Torf(M, R/xR)g Ann, x = 0 and Torf(M, RjxR) = 0 for ail 
i > 1 because the projective dimension of R/xR over R is 1. Hence 
IIP, OR (R/xR) is acyclic. Q.E.D. 
For the remainder of our discussion let A denote a regular local ring of 
dimension n and B>,4 be a module-finite extension ring such that B, is 
Cohen-Macaulay for all prime ideal Q of B of ht < n - 1. Let (x, ,..., X, ) be 
a system of parameters of A and for an integer k S- 0, let Jk = (x5,..., xz) A. 
By Fact (1.2), Jk is contracted from B and hence A/J, c B/Jk. Now sup- 
pose that A/J, is a direct summand of BIJ,B for all k. Then by Fact 1 
$(A/J,) is contracted from B!J, B, i.e., x$ A + Jk is contracted from B. By 
Fact 2 with I, = $A -I- Jk, A is a direct summand of B. Since lx:,..., xi} is 
a regular sequence on A and on B, projective dimension of BIJ,B over 
A/J, is finite by Fact 3. Since AilJk is l-dimensional Gorenstein, we have 
shown that an affirmative answer to the following special case of 
Question 1 would imply the Direct Summand Conjecture for those exten- 
sions B described above, including the case of dim 3. 
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Question 1’. If R is a l-dimensional Gorenstein ring and S=J R is a 
module-finite extension ring of finite projective dimension, is R a direct 
summand of S? 
If A is of the form V[I+,..., x,]l where Y is a complete discrete valuation 
ring, which can be assumed for the Direct Summand Conjecture, then R in 
Question 1’ can be assumed to be a domain by the claim below. 
Claim. Let x be a generator of the maximal ideal of V. Given an integer 
k > 0, let q < q2,..., qn be distinct prime integers greater than k. Then I= 
(x22 - Y/f,**., xp - xq) A is a prime ideal. 
Proof. Let N=q2--*qn. Define f: A/I-+ J/[x’~“‘] by f{xJ = xq!qi, 
2 < i < n. Since P’[x’IN] is a domain, it suflices to show that S is injective. 
Since A/Z is free over V with basis (x~~..*x~: 0 <et< qi, 2 < i<n), 
Y[xlIN] is free over V with basis {xYN: 0 <j< N), and 
Jyx3 . . . x2) = .@J GL v?:, 
where qT = N/qi, it suflices to show that (4 Cyz2 eiqT: O<el <qi, 
2 < i< of are all distinct modulo N. Suppose q Cy= 2 eiq? zz q Cr= 2 e:q? 
(mod N). Then C;= 2(ei - e;) q,? = 0 (mod N) because q I, N. Since qj) q?’ for 
all i # j, (ej - e;) qJ+ = 0 (mod qj) for all 2 < j d n. We now have ej = e,! 
because qj j (li* and 0 < ej, ej < qj* Q.E.D. 
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